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INVESTMENT POLICY STATEMENT FOR THE CONSERVATIVE BALANCED 
POOL 

Adopted by the Investment Committee – November 30, 2017 
 
1. INTRODUCTION 

 
a) The Investment Committee (“the Committee”) of the Board of 

Governors (“the Board”) of the California Community Foundation (“the 
Foundation”) issues this statement. 

 
b) The purpose of this statement is to foster a clear understanding of the 

Foundation'sinvestment objectives, policies and guidelines among the 
Committee, the staff, and the Foundation's investment managers. 

 
c) The assets governed by this statement are the portions of the 

Foundation's financial assets which are invested for intermediate term 
total return and which the Committee has designated as the 
Conservative Balanced Pool. 

 
d) The Committee will regularly review this statement and each 

manager's adherence to it. It is the intent of this statement to be both 
sufficiently specific to be meaningful and flexible enough to be 
practical. 

 
2. GENERAL INFORMATION 

 
a) The Foundation is a nonprofit grant making foundation benefiting a 

wide variety of community-based nonprofit organizations throughout 
greater Los Angeles County. The Board of the Foundation views the 
assets held in the Conservative Balanced Pool as funds designed for 
grant making purposes with a lifespan of three to seven years. The 
Board is also cognizant of the Foundation's central philanthropic 
purpose, which is to be consistently responsive to the current and 
changing human needs of greater Los Angeles County. 

 
b) The Committee may choose a corporate custodian, trustee and/or 

investment counsel to provide services necessary to perform its 
obligations as set forth in the policy statement. 

 
3. MANAGEMENT AND INVESTMENT OBJECTIVES 

 
The primary management and investment objectives of the Conservative 
Balanced Pool are to provide current income with the 



 
a) opportunity for modest capital appreciation in support of grant making 

over a three to seven year investment time horizon. In support of this 
objective, this pool offers diversified exposure to investment grade 
fixed income with short term maturities and exposure to the broad 
U.S. stock market for purposes of grant making over the intermediate 
horizon. 

 
4. PORTFOLIO INVESTMENTS 

 
a) The portfolio at inception will be invested per the following target 

allocations. 
 

• 70% Vanguard Short Term Bond Index Fund 
 

• 30% Vanguard Total Stock Market Index Fund 
 

b) The Committee at its sole discretion may change the underlying 
investment components at any time. 

 
5. GUIDELINES FOR REBALANCING 

 
a) It is expected that the Portfolio’s actual asset allocation will vary from 

its target asset allocation as a result of the varying periodic returns 
earned on its investments. The Portfolio will be rebalanced to its 
target asset allocation under the following procedures. 

 
• The target allocation is 70% fixed income and 30% equity 

 
• Rebalancing will be conducted at least weekly to maintain the 

target allocation 
 

• Upon any material (greater than $250,00 or 10% of the Portfolio) 
contributions and distributions for grants, the Portfolio will be 
reviewed to determine if rebalancing is needed to maintain the 
target allocation 

 
•  The Committee may, at its discretion, change the target allocation 

but it is anticipated that such changes will be infrequent 
 

6. MONITORING OF OBJECTIVES AND RESULTS 
 

a) All objectives and policies are in effect until modified by the Committee, 
which will review them periodically for their continued appropriateness. 
 

b) Investment managers will report the following information to the 
Committee quarterly: 



 
• Total return (on time-weighted basis) in the aggregate, net of all 

commissions and fees including comparison to a customized 
benchmark comprised of 30% of the CRSP U.S. Total Market 
Index and 70% of the Barclays U.S. 1-5 Year Government/Credit 
Float Adjusted Bond Index. 
 

• Purchases and sales for the quarter. 
 

 
 
 
 
 


